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Photographyand Fetish*

CHRISTIAN

METZ

between filmand
To begin I will brieflyrecall some of thebasic differences
well
be
these
differences
known, they must be,
may
photography. Although
as faras possible, preciselydefined,since theyhave a determinantinfluenceon
the respective status of both formsof expression in relation to the fetishand
fetishism.
First difference:the spatio-temporal size of the lexis, according to that
term'sdefinitionas proposed by the Danish semiotician Louis Hjelmslev. The
lexis is the socialized unit of reading, of reception: in sculpture,the statue; in
music, the "piece." Obviously thephotographiclexis, a silentrectangleofpaper,
is much smaller than the cinematic lexis. Even when the filmis only two minso to speak, by sounds, movements,
utes long, these two minutes are enlarged,
and so forth,to say nothingof the average surfaceof the screen and of the very
fact of projection. In addition, the photographic lexis has no fixed duration
( = temporal size): it depends, rather, on the spectator,who is the master of
the look, whereas the timingof the cinematiclexis is determinedin advance by
the filmmaker.Thus on the one side, "a freerewritingtime"; on the other,"an
imposed reading time,"as Peter Wollen has pointed out.1 Thanks to these two
features(smallness, possibilityof a lingeringlook), photographyis betterfit,or
more likely, to work as a fetish.
Another importantdifferencepertains to the social use, or more exactly
film
and photographyboth have many uses) to theirprincipal legitimated
(as
use. Film is considered as collective entertainmentor as art, according to the
workand to the social group. This is probably due to the factthat itsproduction
is less accessible to "ordinary"people than thatof photography.Equally, it is in
most cases fictional,and our culture stillhas a strongtendencyto confoundart
with fiction.Photographyenjoys a high degree of social recognitionin another
A version of this essay was delivered at a conferenceon the theoryof filmand photography
*
at the University of California, Santa Barbara, in May 1984.
1.

Peter Wollen, "Fire and Ice," Photographies,
4 (1984).
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domain: thatof the presumed real, of life,mostlyprivateand familylife,birthplace of the Freudian fetish.This recognitionis ambiguous. Up to a point, it
does correspondto a real distributionof social practices: people do take photographs of theirchildren, and when theywant theirfeaturefilm,theydo go to
the movies or watch TV. But on the otherside, it happens thatphotographsare
considered by societyas worksof art, presentedin exhibitionsor in albums accompanied by learned commentary.And the familyis frequentlycelebrated,or
self-celebrated,in private, with super-8 filmsor othernonprofessionalproductions, which arestillcinema. Nevertheless,the kinshipbetween filmand collectivity,photographyand privacy,remains alive and strongas a social myth,half
true like all myths;it influenceseach of us, and most of all the stamp, the look
ofphotographyand cinema themselves.It is easy to observe- and the researches
of the sociologistPierre Bordieu,2 among others,confirmit- that photography
very often primarilymeans souvenir, keepsake. It has replaced the portrait,
thanks to the historicaltransitionfromthe period when long exposure times
were needed fortrue portraits.While the social receptionof filmis mainly oriented towards a show-business-likeor imaginary referent,the real referentis
feltto be dominant in photography.
There is somethingstrangein this discrepancy,as both modes of expression are fundamentallyindexical,in Charles Sanders Pierce's terms. (A recent,
remarkablebook on photographyby Philippe Dubois is devoted to the elaboration of thisidea and its implications.)3Pierce called indexical the process of signification(semiosis)in which the signifieris bound to the referentnot by a social
convention ( = "symbol"), not necessarilyby some similarity( = "icon"), but
by an actual contiguityor connectionin the world: the lightningis the index of
the storm. In this sense, filmand photographyare close to each other,both are
printsof real objects, printslefton a special surfaceby a combination of light
and chemical action. This indexicality,of course, leaves room foriconic aspects,
as the chemical image oftenlooks like the object (Pierce considered photography as an index and an icon). It leaves much room forsymbolicaspects as well,
such as the more or less codifiedpatternsof treatmentof the image (framing,
lighting,and so forth)and of choice or organization of its contents.What is indexical is the mode of production itself,the principleof the taking.And at this
point, afterall, a filmis only a series of photographs. But it is more precisely
a series with supplementarycomponents as well, so that the unfoldingas such
tends to become more importantthan the link of each image with its referent.
This propertyis very often exploited by the narrative, the initiallyindexical
power of the cinema turningfrequentlyinto a realistguarantee forthe unreal.

Pierre Bordieu et al., Un artmoyen.Essai sur les usagessociauxde la photographie,
Paris, Edi2.
tions de Minuit, 1965.
Paris and Brussels, Nathan and Labor, 1983.
3.
Philippe Dubois, L'actephotographique,
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Photography,on the other hand, remains closer to the pure index, stubbornly
pointing to the printof what was, but no longer is.
A thirdkind of differenceconcerns the physical nature of the respective
signifiers.Lacan used to say thatthe only materialismhe knew was the materialism of the signifier.Whether the only one or not, in all signifyingpractices
the materialdefinitionis essential to theirsocial and psychoanalyticinscription.
In this respect- speaking in termsof set theory- film"includes"photography:
cinema resultsfroman addition of perceptivefeaturesto those of photography.
In the visual sphere, the importantaddition is, of course, movement and the
pluralityof images, of shots. The latteris distinctfromthe former:even ifeach
an ideal
image is still,switchingfromone to the next creates a secondmovement,
made
out
of
successive
and
different
immobilities.
Movement
and
one,
plurality
both imply time,as opposed to the timelessnessof photographywhich is comparable to the timelessnessof the unconscious and of memory. In the auditory
sphere- totally absent in photography- cinema adds phonic sound (spoken
words), nonphonic sound (sound effects,noises, and so forth),and musical
sound. One of the propertiesof sounds is theirexpansion, theirdevelopmentin
time (in space they only irradiate), whereas images constructthemselves in
space. Thus film disposes of five more orders of perception (two visual and
threeauditory)than does photography,all of the fivechallengingthe powers of
silence and immobilitywhich belong to and defineall photography,immersing
film in a stream of temporalitywhere nothing can be kept,nothing stopped.
The emergence of a fetishis thus made more difficult.
Cinema is the product of two distincttechnologicalinventions:photography, and the mastering of stroboscopy,of the O-effect.Each of these can be
exploited separately: photographymakes no use of stroboscopy,and animated
cartoons are based on stroboscopywithoutphotography.

The importance of immobilityand silence to photographicauthority,
the
nonfilmicnature of thisauthority,leads me to some remarkson the relationship
of photographywith death. Immobilityand silence are not only two objective
aspects of death, they are also its main symbols, theyfigureit. Photography's
deeply rooted kinship with death has been noted by many differentauthors,
including Dubois, who speaks of photographyas a "thanatography,"and, of
course, Roland Barthes, whose CameraLucida4bears witnessto thisrelationship
most poignantly.It is not only the book itselfbut also itspositionofenunciation
which illustratesthiskinship,since the workwas writtenjust after(and because
of) the death of the mother, and just before the death of the writer.
4.

Roland Barthes,CameraLucida,New York, Hill and Wang, 1981.
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ways. The most immePhotographyis linked withdeath in many dfferent
diate and explicit is the social practice of keeping photographs in memoryof
loved beings who are no longer alive. But thereanother real death which each
of us undergoes every day, as each day we draw nearer our own death. Even
when the person photographedis stillliving, that moment when she or he was
not
has forevervanished. Strictlyspeaking,theperson whohasbeenphotographedthe total person, who is an effectof
is dead: "dead forhaving been seen,"
time-as Dubois says in another context.5
Photographyis the mirror,more faithful
than any actual mirror,in which we witnessat everyage, our own aging. The
and treacherously;it
actual mirroraccompanies us throughtime, thoughtfully
not
to change.
changes with us, so that we appear
Photographyhas a thirdcharacter in common with death: the snapshot,
like death, is an instantaneous abduction of the object out of the world into
another world, into another kind of time--unlike cinema which replaces the
object, afterthe act of appropriation,in an unfoldingtime similarto thatof life.
The photographictakeis immediate and definitive,like death and like the constitutionof the fetishin the unconscious, fixedby a glance in childhood, unchanged and always active later. Photographyis a cut inside the referent,it
cuts offa piece of it, a fragment,a part object, fora long immobile travelof no
return.Dubois remarksthatwitheach photograph,a tinypiece of timebrutally
and foreverescapes its ordinaryfate,and thus is protectedagainst its own loss.
I will add thatin life,and to some extentin film,one piece of timeis indefinitely
The fetish,too,
pushed backwards by the next: thisis what we call "forgetting."
means both loss (symbolic castration)and protectionagainst loss. Peter Wollen
states this in an apt simile: photographypreservesfragmentsof the past "like
fliesin amber."6 Not by chance, the photographicact (or acting, who knows?)
has been frequentlycompared with shooting, and the camera with a gun.
Against what I am saying, it could of course be objected thatfilmas well is
able to perpetuate the memoryof dead persons, or of dead moments of their
lives. Socially, the familyfilm,the super-8, and so forth,to which I previously
alluded, are oftenused forsuch a purpose. But this pseudosimilaritybetween
filmand photographyleads me back, in a paradoxical way, to the selectivekinship of photography(not film)with death, and to a fourthaspect of this link.
The two modes of perpetuation are very differentin their effects,and nearly
opposed. Film gives back to the dead a semblance of life, a fragilesemblance
but one immediatelystrengthenedby the wishfulthinkingof the viewer. Photography,on the contrary,by virtueof the objective suggestionsof its signifier
(stillness, again) maintains the memoryof the dead as beingdead.

5.
6.

Dubois, p. 89.
Wollen,Ibid.
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Tenderness toward loved beings who have leftus foreveris a deeply ambiguous, split feeling, which Freud has remarkably analyzed in his famous
studyon MourningandMelancholia.7The work of mourningis at the same time
an attempt(not successfulin all cases: see the suicides, the breakdowns) to survive. The object-libido,attached to the loved person, wishes to accompany her
or him in death, and sometimesdoes. Yet the narcissistic,conservationinstinct
(ego-libido) claims the rightto live. The compromisewhichnormallyconcludes
the verynature of the feelingforthe
thisinner struggleconsistsin transforming
object, in learningprogressivelyto love thisobject as dead,instead of continuing
to desire a livingpresence and ignoringthe verdictof reality,hence prolonging
the intensityof suffering.
Sociologists and anthropologistsarrive by othermeans at similar conceptions. The funeralriteswhich exist in all societies have a double, dialectically
articulatedsignification:a rememberingof the dead, but a rememberingas well
thattheyaredead, and that life continues forothers. Photography,much better
than film,fitsinto thiscomplex psycho-socialoperation,since it suppressesfrom
its own appearance the primarymarks of "livingness,"and neverthelessconserves the convincing print of the object: a past presence.
All this does not concern only the photographsof loved ones. There are
obviously many otherkinds of photographs:landscapes, artisticcompositions,
and so forth.But thekind on which I have insistedseems to me to be exemplary
of the whole domain. In all photographs,we have this same act of cuttingoffa
piece of space and time, of keeping it unchanged while the world around continues to change, of making a compromise between conservation and death.
The frequentuse of photographyforprivate commemorationsthus results in
part (thereare economic and social factors,too) fromthe intrinsiccharacteristics
of photographyitself.In contrast,filmis less a succession of photographsthan,
to a large extent,a destructionof the photograph,or more exactlyof the photograph's power and action.

At thispoint,theproblemofthe space off-frame
in filmand in photography
has to be raised. The fetishis related to death throughthe termsof castration
and fear,to the off-frame
in termsof thelook, glance, or gaze. In his well-known
article on fetishism,8Freud considers that the child, when discoveringforthe
firsttimethe mother'sbody, is terrified
by the verypossibilitythathuman beings

7.
Sigmund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia," The StandardEditionoftheComplete
Psychological WorksofSigmundFreud,trans.James Strachey, London, The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1953-1974, vol. 14.
8.
Freud, "Fetishism,"S.E., vol. 21.
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can be "deprived"of the penis, a possibilitywhich implies (imaginarily) a permanent danger of castration. The child tries to maintain its prior conviction
that all human beings have the penis, but in opposition to this, what has been
seen continues to work stronglyand to generate anxiety. The compromise,
more or less spectacular according to the person, consists in making the seen
unseen by a disavowal of the perception,and in stopping
thelook,
retrospectively
once and forall, on an object, thefetish- generallya piece ofclothingor underclothing- which was, with respect to the moment of the primal glance, near,
absence. From our perspective,what
just prior to, the place of the terrifying
that the look is
does this mean, if not that this place is positioned off-frame,
framedclose by the absence? Furthermore,we can state thatthe fetishis taken
up in two chains of meaning: metonymically,it alludes to the contiguous place
of the lack, as I have just stated; and metaphorically,according to Freud's conception, it is an equivalent of the penis, as the primordialdisplacement of the
look aimed at replacing an absence by a presence- an object, a small object, a
part object. It is remarkablethatthe fetish- even in the common meaning of the
word, the fetishin everydaylife, a re-displaced derivativeof the fetishproper,
the object which bringsluck, the mascot, the amulet, a fountainpen, cigarette,
lipstick,a teddybear,or pet- it is remarkablethatthe fetishalways combines a
double and contradictoryfunction:on the side ofmetaphor,an incitingand encouraging one (it is a pocket phallus); and, on the side of metonymy,an apotropaic one, that is, the avertingof danger (thus involuntarilyattestinga belief
in it), the warding offof bad luck or the ordinary,permanent anxiety which
sleeps (or suddenly wakes up) inside each of us. In the clinical, nosographic,
"abnormal" formsof fetishism- or in the social institutionof the striptease,
whichpertainsto a collectivenosographyand which is, at the same time, a propieces of clothingor various otherobgressiveprocess of framing/deframingof sexual power. Withoutthem
for
the
restoration
jects are absolutelynecessary
nothingcan happen.
Let us return to the problem of off-framespace. The differencewhich
separates filmand photographyin this respect has been partiallybut acutely
analyzed by Pascal Bonitzer.9 The filmicoff-framespace is itoffi,let us say
"substantial,"whereas thephotographicoff-frame
space is "subtle."In filmthere
is a pluralityof successive frames,of camera movements,and charactermovein a given momentmay
ments, so that a person or an object which is off-frame
then
moment
the
frame
the
inside
after,
disappear again, and so on, acappear
The off-frame
the
to
principle(I purposely exaggerate) of the turnstile.
cording
is taken into the evolutions and scansions of the temporal flow: it is off-frame,
but not off-film.
Furthermore,the veryexistenceof a sound trackallows a character who has desertedthe visual scene to continue to mark her or his presence
9.

Pascal Bonitzer, "Le hors-champ subtil," Cahiersdu cinrna, no. 311 (May 1980).
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in the auditoryscene (if I can riskthisquasi-oxymoron:"auditory"and "scene").
If the filmicoff-frame
is substantial,it is because we generallyknow, or are able
to guess more or less precisely,what is going on in it. The characterwho is offframein a photograph,however, will never come into the frame,will never be
heard- again a death, another formof death. The spectatorhas no empirical
but at the same time cannot help
knowledge of the contentsof the off-frame,
imagining some off-frame,
hallucinating it, dreaming the shape of this emptiness. It is a projectiveoff-frame
(that of the cinema is more introjective),an im"subtle"
with
no
material,
one,
remaining print. "Excluded," to use Dubois's
term, excluded once and for all. Yet neverthelesspresent, striking,properly
fascinating(or hypnotic)- insistingon its status as excludedby the forceof its
absence insidethe rectangleof paper, which remindsus of the feelingof lack in
the Freudian theoryof the fetish.For Barthes, the only part of a photograph
which entails the feelingof an off-frame
space is what he calls thepunctum,the
of
and
sudden
of
point
strongemotion, small trauma; it can be a tinydetail.
This punctum
depends more on the reader than on the photographitself,and the
correspondingoff-frameit calls up is also generally subjective; it is the "metonymic expansion of the punctum."0o
Using these strikinglyconvergentanalyses which I have freelysummed
effectin photographyresultsfroma singular
up, I would say that the off-frame
and definitivecuttingoffwhich figurescastrationand is figuredby the"click"of
the shutter.It marks the place of an irreversibleabsence, a place fromwhich
the look has been averted forever.The photograph itself,the "in-frame,"the
abducted part-space, the place of presence and fullness- althoughundermined
and haunted by the feelingof its exterior,of itsborderlines,which are the past,
the left,the lost: the far away even if very close by, as in Walter Benjamin's
conception of the "aura"" - the photograph, inexhaustible reserve of strength
and anxiety, shares, as we see, many propertiesof the fetish(as object), ifnot
directlyof fetishism(as activity). The familiarphotographsthat many people
carrywiththem always obviously belong to the order of fetishesin the ordinary
sense of the word.
Film is much more difficult
to characterizeas a fetish.It is too big, it lasts
too long, and it addresses too many sensorial channels at the same time to offer
a credible unconscious equivalent of a lacking part-object.It does containmany
potentialpart-objects(the different
shots,the sounds, and so forth),but each of
them disappears quickly aftera moment of presence, whereas a fetishhas to be
kept, mastered, held, like the photograph in the pocket. Film is, however, an
extraordinaryactivator of fetishism.It endlessly mimes the primal displacement of the look between the seen absence and the presence nearby. Thanks to
10. Barthes,p. 45.
11. WalterBenjamin,"A ShortHistoryof Photography,"
trans.Phil Patton,ClassicEssayson
ed. Alan Trachtenberg,
New Haven, Conn., Leete'sIsland Books, 1980.
Photography,
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the principle of a movingcutting
off,thanks to the changes of framingbetween
shots(or withina shot: tracking,panning, charactersmoving into or out of the
frame, and so forth),cinema literallyplayswith the terrorand the pleasure of
fetishism,withits combinationof desire and fear. This combination is particularlyvisible, forinstance, in the horrorfilm,which is built upon progressivereframingsthatlead us throughdesire and fear, nearer and nearer the terrifying
place. More generally,the play of framingsand the play with framings,in all
sortsof films,work like a stripteaseof the space itself(and a stripteaseproper
in eroticsequences, when theyare constructedwithsome subtlety).The moving
camera caresses the space, and the whole of cinematic fetishismconsistsin the
constant and teasing displacement of the cuttingline which separates the seen
fromthe unseen. But this game has no end. Things are too unstable and there
are too many of themon the screen. It is not simple- although stillpossible, of
course, depending on the characterof each spectator- to stop and isolate one
of these objects, to make it able to workas a fetish.Most of all, a filmcannot be
cannot be carried and handled: although the actual reels can, the protouched,
jected filmcannot.

- and the problem ofbeliefI will deal more brieflywiththe last difference
I
of
it.
As
have
disbelief- since
pointedout by Octave Mannoni,12
alreadyspoken
of
the
the
fetishism
considered
Freud
prototype
cleavage of belief: "I know very
In
film
and
.
this
.
."
sense,
well, but.
photographyare basically similar. The
not
confound
the
does
signifierwith the referent,she or he knows
spectator
has a strangefeelingof reality(a denial
but
nevertheless
what a representation
is,
of the signifier).This is a classical theme of filmtheory.
But the verynature of whatwe believe in is not the same in filmand photography.If I considerthetwo extremepoints of the scale - thereare, ofcourse,
intermediatecases: still shots in films,large and filmlikephotographs,forexample - I would say that filmis able to call up our beliefforlong and complex
dispositions of actions and characters (in narrative cinema) or of images and
sounds (in experimentalcinema), to disseminate belief; whereas photography
is able to fix it, to concentrateit, to spend it all at the same time on a single
object. Its povertyconstitutesits force- I speak of a povertyof means, not of
significance.The photographiceffectis not produced fromdiversity,fromitinerancy or innermigrations,frommultiplejuxtapositions or arrangements.It is
the effect,rather,of a laser or lightning,a sudden and violentilluminationon a
limited and petrifiedsurface: again the fetishand death. Where filmlets us
believe in more things,photographylets us believe more in one thing.
Octave Mannoni, "Je sais bien mais quand meme. .. ," Clefspour l'imaginaire;
12.
ou, L'autre
scene,Paris, Seuil, 1969.
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In conclusion, I should like to add some remarks on the use of psychoanalysis in the studyof film,photography,theater,literature,and so on. First,
there are presentations,like this one, which are less "psychoanalytic"than it
mightseem. The notion of "fetish,"and the word, were not inventedby Freud;
he took them fromlanguage, life, the historyof cultures, anthropology. He
of fetishism.This interpretation,in my opinion, is not
proposed an interpretation
fullysatisfactory.It is obvious that it applies primarilyto the early evolutionof
the young boy.(Incidentally, psychoanalystsoftenstate that the recorded clinical cases of fetishismare forthe most part male.) The fearof castrationand its
furtherconsequence, its "fate,"are necessarily different,at least partially, in
children whose body is similar to the mother's. The Lacanian notion of the
phallus,a symbolic organ distinctfromthe penis, the real organ, representsa
step forwardin theory;yet it is still the case that withinthe descriptionof the
human subject that psychoanalysisgives us, the male featuresare oftendominant, mixed with (and as) general features. But apart fromsuch distortionsor
silences, which are linked to a general history,other aspects of Freud's thinking, and various easily accessible observations which confirmit, remain fully
valid. These include: the analysis of the fetishisticnature of male desire; in
both sexes the "willingsuspension of disbelief' (to use the well-knownAngloSaxon notion), a suspension which is determinantin all representativearts, in
everyday life (mostly in order to solve problems by half-solutions),and in the
handling of ordinaryfetishes;the fetishisticpleasure of framing-deframing.
It is impossible to use a theory,to "apply" it. That which is so called involves, in fact, two aspects more distinctthan one might at firstbelieve: the
intrinsicdegree of perfectionof the theoryitself,and its power of suggestion,of
activation, of enlightenmentin another
fieldstudied by other researchers. I feel
that psychoanalysis has this power in the fields of the humanities and social
sciences because it is an acute and profounddiscovery. It has helped me- the
personal coefficientof each researcheralways enters into the account, despite
the ritual declarations of the impersonalityof science- to explore one of the
many possible paths throughthe complex problem of the relationshipbetween
cinema and photography.I have, in otherwords, used the theoryof fetishism
as a fetish.
Psychoanalysis,as Raymond Bellour has oftenunderscored,is contempoin
rary our Western historywith the technological arts (such as cinema) and
withthe reign of the patriarchal,nuclear, bourgeois family.Our period has invented neurosis (at least in its currentform),and the remedyforit (it has often
been so forall kinds of diseases). It is possible to consider psychoanalysisas the
foundingmythof our emotional modernity.In his famous studyof the Oedipus
myth,Livi-Strauss has suggestedthat the Freudian interpretationof thismyth
(the central one in psychoanalysis,as everybodyknows) could be nothingbut
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the last variant of the mythitself.13This was not an attemptto blame: myths
are always true, even ifindirectlyand by hidden ways, forthe good reason that
they are invented by the natives themselves, searching for a parable of their
own fate.
Afterthis long digression, I turn back to my topic and purpose, only to
state that they could be summed up in one sentence: filmis more capable of
playing on fetishism,photographymore capable of itselfbecoming a fetish.

des mythes,"
Paris,
13. Claude Levi-Strauss,
structurale,
Chapter11, "La structure
Anthropologie
New York, Basic Books, 1963.
Plon, 1958; translatedas Structural
Anthropology,
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